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Figure 1.

Measurements taken from force time profile resulting from pressure mat recording of sit to stand. i: Force time profile of sit to stand summed from both feet. Rise time is interval AB, in this example 1.1 seconds. ii Force time profile of sit to stand, through left (dark trace) and right (lighter grey trace) foot. Moment of peak force is indicated by dashed line B on the plot. In this example: weight through the left foot is 41.2kg, right is 31.9 kg.
Figure 2

Trial design and participants’ progress through the study. Nine experimental and nine control subjects were recruited and assessed one week post baseline. After that four patients were lost from the control group and one from the experimental group. * STS = sit to stand
Figure 3.
Plots showing mean performance of sit to stand at baseline and at one week after baseline for n=9 experimental group (in black) and n=9 control group (in grey). i: Rise time, ii: peak percentage body weight through the paretic foot, iii: number of attempts to achieve three successful sit to stand, iv: number of sit to stand in 60 seconds. Error bars represent standard error. Difference between groups in peak percentage body weight through the affected foot during sit to stand at one week was significant, p=0.004. There were no significant differences between groups in the other measures.